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Understanding cloud computing first step toward optimum use
The Cloud: Many people have heard
of it, some people are using it for 100%
of their business, but for the most part,
many people don’t understand what it
is. Most people think of The Cloud as a
magical place where all of an organization’s (or individual’s) data exists, free
of any of the perils of storing that data
at home.
Companies like Apple® and Google®
have done a fantastic job of promoting cloud services. But one problem
remains: most people don’t understand
what cloud computing is, and they do
not know the best ways to use it. To
understand, one must start with its
definition:
s !CCORDING TO 7IKIPEDIA THE CLOUD
(or cloud computing) is the use of
computing resources (hardware and
software) that are delivered as a service
over a network (typically the Internet)
This probably does not sound nearly
as magical nor mysterious as one might
think. In essence, cloud-based services
have been around for years. So, why is
there so much interest in cloud computing now, as opposed to several years

ago? One explanation
cloud computing has
gained in popularity
has to do with the speed
of typical Internet access and the lower cost
of disk storage systems.
Another reason may be
that cloud services companies have managed to
find ways to charge by
the “unit” for their services, and many more
of those companies are
PATRICK
offering their systems
TAMBURRINO on a fractional basis.
Amazon® is a prime
example of the above
scenario. Amazon® offers a cloud-based
“disk” system, amongst other cloudbased products, where one can purchase a set amount of storage space on
its cloud servers for a set amount each
month. If your storage needs grow, you
simply pay more for more storage, and
the trend continues. Google, specifically Google Drive, is another system
that charges by the Gigabyte for “drive”

space — basically a virtual disk in the
sky.
There are many benefits to using
cloud computing. Some benefits include:
s 5PGRADES ARE PERFORMED REGULARLY
and without interruption in some cases, so a company is spared the “upgrade
window” problem that many in-house
systems require
s .EW FEATURES ARE INTRODUCED ALMOST
instantly
s #OSTS ARE SPREAD ACROSS A NUMBER OF
months or years. This is great for cash
flow, but beware - long-term costs can
often be much higher than “installed”
systems
Obviously, there are many other
facets of cloud computing. It can be an
extremely beneficial system on which
to store a company’s data, provided
there is a strong understanding of what
that data is and how it is to be stored,
ACCESSED AND PROTECTED 7HEN CONSIDering a foray in to cloud computing, a
company must:
s $ETERMINE WHAT TYPE OF CLOUD COMputing system is needed (storage, data-

base, e-mail, etc)
s $ETERMINE HOW MUCH DATA SHOULD BE
moved, and how much that will cost on
a monthly or annual basis. If you are
measuring overall costs, look at them
over a 3-year period at a minimum.
s $ETERMINE HOW THE CURRENT DATA IS
stored, and how secure that data storage is
s $ETERMINE HOW THE DATA WILL BE
moved to the cloud computing system
s $ETERMINE HOW THE DATA WILL BE ACcessed in the future
s 4RAIN THE PEOPLE WHO WILL BE ACCESSing the data, so that they fully understand how their actions translate to
potential security of the data
Take the time to consider these cloud
computing factors, and then let answers drive your company’s decision on
whether or not cloud computing is the
best system for your needs.

THE 7ESTIN -EMPHIS "EALE 3TREET 4HE
keynote speaker will be Anirban Basu,
chairman of the Sage Policy Group
and chief economist for the Associated
Builders and Contractors. For more information, contact Leslie Petro at (601)
326-1223 or leslie.petro@horne-llp.com.
Dec. 19: Baker, Donelson, Bearman,
Caldwell & Berkowitz PC presents
h7RAP IT 5Pv FROM   PM AT THE &IRST
Tennessee building, 165 Madison Ave.,
Suite 2000.
Dec. 27: Memphis Bar Association
presents speaker Mike McLaren of
Black, McLaren, Jones, Ryland &
Griffee PC at the Memphis Bioworks
Auditorium, 20 Dudley St., at 2:45 p.m.
Jan. 17: !SSOCIATION FOR 7OMEN !TTORneys holds its 33rd annual banquet and
silent auction at the Tower Center at

Clark Tower. Event begins at 5:30 p.m.
Cost is $60 for members, $70 for nonmembers and $40 for students.
Jan. 25: 4HE 5NIVERSITY OF -EMPHIS
Journalism Department will host a
h7ATCHDOG 7ORKSHOPv FROM  AM 
p.m. in Meeman Hall. The event continues on the following day. The cost for
the first day’s session is $25 for students
and $55 for professionals.
Feb. 22: The Metropolitan Memphis
Hotel & Lodging Association and
Pinkowski & Co. will host the 14th anNUAL ,ODGING )NDUSTRY 5PDATE FROM
7:30-10:30 a.m. at the Hilton Memphis
Hotel. Among the presenters will be
Jeff Higley, editorial director of Hotel.EWS.OWCOM CITING INFORMATION FROM
Smith Travel Research. The cost is $25
for members and $35 for guests. For

reservations, call (901) 752-9902 or email
Memphishla@earthlink.net.
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PATRICK TAMBURRINO is CEO and technostrategist of
Tamburrino, Inc., a technology strategy and management company. Contact him at (901) 489-8408,
patrick@tamburrino.com or via the web at www.
tamburrino.com.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Calendar
Dec. 14: Baker, Donelson, Bearman,
#ALDWELL  "ERKOWITZ 0# PRESENTS h5NWRAPPING THE 6ALUE OF 9OUR 5NDER 5TIlized Intellectual Property” from 1-1:45
p.m, and again from 2-2:45 p.m. Visit
www.bakerdonelson.com for more information.
Dec. 14: Memphis Bar Association
presents a seminar titled “Privacy
Law/HIPPA & Cloud Computing Considerations for Lawyers” at 3:45p.m. at
the T. Clifton Art Gallery, 2571 Broad
Ave.
Dec. 18: The Better Business Bureau at
3693 Tyndale hosts its breakfast series
from 7:30-8:30 a.m.
Dec. 19: Horne CPAs & Business Advisors holds a construction forum at
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Dec. 15: Humane Society of Memphis
& Shelby County hosts Vaccination
Station, a low-cost pet vaccination
event from 9 a.m.-1 p.m. at the southwest corner of Linden Avenue and
Lauderdale Street.

Submit announcements for our Upcoming
Events calendar, at least two weeks prior to
publication date, via e-mail to memphisnewsdesk@bizjournals.com or send to:
Memphis News Desk, 80 Monroe Ave., Suite
600, Memphis, TN 38103.
Submission does not guarantee publication.

